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Introduction
Blogs emerged in the late 1990s as a means of publicising 

personal or group thoughts on World Wide Web in a diary like 
format. Availability of web publishing tools for computer users 
without knowledge of computer programming and website 
building worked as catalyst towards growth of blogging activity 
in different subjects. There are many blogging platforms options. 
some of the popular option are ‘WordPress’, ‘Tumblr’, ‘Blogger’, 
‘Weebly’, ‘Wix’ and ‘Squarespace’. 

This paper will discuss examination of electronic exhibits 
allegedly seized from a blogger and the artefacts found in 
them. Computer forensic examiners challenge is to find traces 
of blogging activity and consider significance of this trace with 
reference to available technology. However, computer user being 
human is also an important factor to be considered. Certain 
Bents of Human mind is also obvious when handling a computer. 
It may be the way files and folder are named, choice of colors or 
preference of usernames. Observation of activities and finding 
trends in them can be very important resources for analysis 
when combined with results obtained from forensic tools.

Method 
Case description

The exhibits seized contained one computer CPU and one 
tablet. Print out of the concerned blog pages as well as some 
screenshots of face book of the accused were supplied for 
comparison. The blogging site name ‘xyz’ (name changed as the 
matter is sub-judices) contained many cartoons with caption. It 
was suspected that the accused has hosted the website and using 
a mail address ‘abc@gmail.com’ (address changed as matter is 
sub-judice) to publish the blog ‘xyz’.

Extracts from CPU 

Bit stream image of the hard disk inside CPU was prepared 
using Encase Forensic software and examined by Encase forensic 
software and internet evidence finder.

Presence of relevant file and folder
The folder ‘xyz files’ could be found containing files with 

‘CSS’, ‘js’ and ‘HTML’ extension as well as loaded_0 file within a  
folder ‘my web pages’. In addition to ‘xyz files’ there were other  

 
folders with ‘_files’ as the name of folder in the end. Name of  
all these folders was relevant to the subject which was depicted 
in blog under investigation. Each folder also contained some 
images with extension ‘jpg’, ‘bmp’ and ‘png’. Some of the images 
were cartoon relevant to investigation. Some of the images were 
buttons and other indicators with same color as disputed web 
page.

There was folder containing cartoons in line with blog under 
investigation. Some of these cartoons which were images was 
also available in the supplied print outs of the blog and face book 
page screenshots. There were folders containing ‘eBooks’ with 
similar agenda as the blog under investigation. A folder with 
name ‘blog data’ was available containing files and folders with 
similar content.

Impression
The user is passionate about the subject of blog in question 

which is evident from reference to several resources available in 
his computer. 

The files with extension ‘CSS’ stand for cascading style 
sheet which is used to define styles for web pages, including the 
design, layout and variations in display for different devices and 
screen sizes. The files with ‘html’ extension describe the content 
of a web page. Name of the blog could be found within the text 
of ‘html’ file. The. loaded_0 file format is used for JavaScript 
program files. This file format was developed by Google for the 
API (Application Programming Interface) of Google+ among 
their other tools and services. The data contained in these. 
loaded_0 files may contain code that instructs the application 
to load external libraries and other resources of other Google 
tools and services. JS file is a text file containing JavaScript code 
that is used to execute JavaScript instructions in web pages. It 
may include functions that open and close windows, validate 
form fields, enable rollover images, or create drop-down menus. 
Therefore, content of the web page was available in the user’s 
computer.

Email analysis
One email archive ‘outlook.pst’ was available. Personal 

Storage Table (.pst) is an open proprietary file format used to 
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store copies of messages, calendar events, and other items within 
Microsoft software such as Microsoft Outlook. The archive found 
to be relevant to ‘def@gmail.com’ which is different from email 
address under investigation. 

However, Keyword ‘abc@gmail.com’ could be found in 
keyword search. It is also observed that the recovered email 
from archive relevant to ‘def@gmail.com’ contained several sent 
mails to ‘abc@ gmail.com’ and other email addresses whose 
usernames and contents were in synch with the subject of blog 
under investigation. But the inbox recovered from archive did 
not contain any email received from the email address ‘abc@
gmail.com’ or other emails to which user was sending emails 
frequently. Some such emails contained links from blogs other 
than blog ‘abc@gmail.com’ under investigation. Though the 
contents of these links could not be verified name of the link 
indicated the contents may be relevant.

Impression
The user has contact with ‘‘abc@gmail.com’ and other email 

addresses whose usernames and contents were in synch with the 
subject of website under investigation. These emails including 
‘‘abc@gmail.com’ do not send answer indicates the primary 
purpose is not email communication, but, sending records for 
some other application. In addition, there is strong indication 
that the user of the device has access to these emails on other 
devices not under current investigation. Link from other blogs 
also indicates he may be a contributor to these blogs. 

Internet Artefacts
Chrome auto fill, Chrome bookmarks synchronous to 

investigation found. Facebook comments, Facebook pictures 
contain words relevant to subject under investigation. The rebuilt 
webpages indicate access to editing of relevant Webpages. 

Extracts from tablet
Chat: The tab contained some ‘WhatsApp’ conversation 

regarding the blog and links were sent to contacts from the blog 
in question. There is conversation where the user admitted the 
fake account id is created by himself.

Email: The emails recovered suggest two email account was 
associated to the device. One of them is ‘def@gmail.com’ another 
is email ‘ghi@gmail.com’ which is not under investigation. The 
email ‘ghi@gmail.com’ was also available during earlier keyword 
searches in CPU. The activity analytics suggested 8 emails were 
sent from ‘ghi@gmail.com’ to ‘def@gmail.com’ whereas one 
email was received by ‘ ghi@gmail.com’ fro ‘def@gmail.com’. It is 
also observed that the ‘def@gmail.com’ sent mails to ‘abc@gmail.
com’ and other email addresses whose usernames and contents 
were in synch with the subject of blog under investigation. 

Impression
It is more established at this stage that there is interaction 

between the emails which was not available in CPU. Moreover, the 

two email addresses being owned by one device substantiates 
user has multiple email addresses and uses them selectively 
through different devices.

Web History and Web Bookmark
URL referred in web history and web bookmark section 

show many websites relevant to investigation.

Cookies
_utmz cookie containing name of the blogging site was 

available. _utmz holds information about the way user entered 
the website. Value of this cookie was ‘7433012.1463175562. 1.1. 
utmcsr=xyz. BlogSpot. in|ut mccn=(referral)|utmcm d=referral 
|utmcct=/.’. utmcsr= xyz.blogspot.in. Xyz being name of the blog 
site under investigation. In this context it deserves mention that 
there are different types of cookies by google: 

_utma cookies

The first (at least in Google’s naming scheme) cookie is used 
to identify unique visitors.

__utmb and __utmc, 

These cookies are used to determine sessions. Together they 
are able to identify unique sessions.

 utmz, identifies traffic sources. 

Language
The language used by the user was one Indian language 

which is common to both devices. The user inserted many 
symbols which unique to the subject of his blogging are also 
found on both devices.

Inconclusive parts confirmed by user habit
Log in status of all the email could not be confirmed. 

However, it is observed that the user is in the habit of creating 
PowerPoint files frequently for print going by the creation date 
of files. Observation through PowerPoint reveals files one file 
containing username and password of 10 email address, 02 
Facebook account, 03 blogger account including the account 
under investigation could be found.

Conclusion
The artefacts recovered may be considered an eco-system 

of activity of the user on electronic devices owned by the user. 
The user activities of both devices could be linked to each other 
on timeline and contents. Both internet artefacts as well as user 
activity has strong roles in decision making which could be 
demonstrated by facts of this case.
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